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About This Game

After seven years, Yukinari Sanada has returned to his hometown in Kanagawa Prefecture, Kamakura City, but something
feels... different. Both he and his younger sister, Rikka, transfer into Oumi Academy and hope for a fresh start. However,

Yukinari's classmates, a lazy witch and a half-Japanese beauty, won't allow him enjoy his new life for very long.

What's our protagonist to do when he's constantly surrounded by a whole host of unique personalities and the troubles they bring
along with them? Your story with "her" about smiles, peace, passion, and love, all while borrowing the power of a witch, is

about to begin!

"Supipara - Alice the Magical Conductor." is an interactive novel themed around "dynamicism" depicted through a rallying all
of the production techniques minori has accumulated to date. See expressive character portraits with moving eyes, mouths, even

hair! It is quite immersive in many aspects.

Also, "Supipara" won't conclude in a single game. It will be released as several standalone episodes. Fans may freely pursue only
the episodes that interest them if so desired. You could say "it's a light novel series, and independent stories which develop their

own unique personalities all in one."
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supipara - chapter 2 spring has come

Frontlines used to be very fun. It has the spirit of Battlefield 2 with the fun of Bad Company 2. Despite this the loss of the
master server last year renders the multiplayer unusable. Single player is just a bot match really. So unless nordic games revives
this gem I can't recommend it.. Sometimes game is really frustrating. Game with no idea no screenplay. Only solving annoying
puzzles, sorry I haven't got the idea of the game even when I won the game.. Great for anyone who wants a sneak peak on what a
game jam looks like and what can be done in little time with only 2 people. Wish each episode was longer though.. This is a
great game! It reminds me a lot of Project Tilt but the fanbase it actuallt good now. It's not that popular at the time this review is
made obviously.

Pros:
Good Fanbase
Fun Gameplay
Developer (Nantuk) is cool and active a lot
Lot's of classes
Bugs get fixed quickly after being found
Requires skill
Single Player worlds are long and have collectibles that are hard to collect. (currantly only 1 world as world 2 isn't finishable)

Cons:
If you have a bad PC that will run it lower than 60 fps it's unplayable and basically slow-motion
Many bugs
Very inactive servers (Because it's new unless there are some days where people go on a lot). Don't get me wrong, I love
mahjong, but this game really was lacking for me. There is a lot of misspellings in the dialogue, the story is pretty meh, and
some of the layouts are so ridiculously hard that it is frustrating.
There is much better mahjong games out there.. Reading the reviews which give this game a thumbs up, it seemed like it would
be right up my alley. Randomly generated dungeon? Difficult but fair gameplay? Inspiration from the 'Souls' series? A liking to
Legend of Dungeon? Take my money!

But don't let any of these fool you. What you get is an overpriced, bare-bones, sleep-inducing and repetitive game. This really
needs to be labeled as Early Access because there's nothing to this game for the price-tag. I'm sure the developer has plenty
more to add in the future but as of the time of this review, this game has nothing to keep you interested for more than 3 hours,
max.

The dungeon itself is very uninspired. The weapons all function exactly the same. Every sword, every bow, every staff... exactly
the same. You cannot sell nor even DROP any of your weapons, so prepare to be battling with scrolling through your weapons
the whole way through. There's no armor drops, so zero customization there, and the stats are boring and should probably just
automatically upgrade instead of making you pause the game, go into your menu, and add one point into a stat which doesn't
make you feel any cooler, stronger, or tougher.

There is some enemy variety, but it takes way too long before you encounter the next new mob. A lot of the mobs, especially
early on, are too boring to fight. Unless you think fighting a bunch of plants that can't move or attack is fun.

This game needs a lot more time to be fleshed out, and then it might be a decent amount of fun. Right now, however, I would
recommend you save your hard-earned money.. I thoroughly enjoy playing this game as it is relaxing and quite fun to play.
However the weather change (snowy) makes it near enough impossible to see. Also, it is really difficult sometimes to jump
again immediatly after jumping - which some obstacles require you to do so - so it's a bit of a problem. Like I said, it's a very
fun game with nice music and cute things that you can unlock. It would be a lot better if I could actually get further in to the
round. It's a precision platformer somewhat similar to Super Meat Boy. You control a little guy and have to avoid traps to
complete the level. The unique feature of this game is the robot arm, that helps you to solve some puzzles. Unfortunetaly, I felt
it was mostly a gimmick; it was not very well incorporated into the levels. In the later levels you mostly just control the guy, and
the robot is used for only a little bit. Had the level design been better, this game could have been great. The way it is now,
though, I can still give it a weak recommendation. Get if you like challenging platformers and would like to try this innovative
gimmick, and if it is on sale.. So Velocibox.
Doesn't slowly ease you in all nice and gently like Super Hexagon did.
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Fans would be overwhelmed with the improvement of the animation quality plus the plot and twist of these three specials! Can't
wait for season 3!. Top-notch Puzzles at a Great Value!. This is a terrible game\/program. It could really use some sharks with
laser beams or something maybe a man who chases you and throws shoes. Seriously don't waste your time.. I'm definitely not
going to fault the intentions of Leadwerks, no matter how ridiculously basic a lot of the games on there are. An indie platform
that works and promotes its developers through Steam can only be a positive thing and at the low, low price of nothing, there's
really no excuse not to add this to your collection if you're into the kind of zero budget curiosities that itch.io and Gamejolt
offer up.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UgKN0-D4eUU. Not a bad resource management RTS game. Pretty simple stuff, basically
just choosing which type of troops to put in the battlefield at any time. Still well worth the few pence I paid for it.
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